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Abstract
When people learn a concept of an object, we rely on many different sensory data. Depending on one single sensory

system can possibly cause some confusion, but conjugating multiple systems in learning can resolve such uncertainties. In
addition, human learning effectively utilises incremental learning strategies, which means that learning process continues
as new training samples emerge. Taking advantage of these two observations, we suggest the Hierarchical Multi-modal
Adaptive Resonance Theory model (HiMART). HiMART, in addition to taking advantage of incremental learning, builds the
generalized multi-modal patterns that can later be used as long-term memories. Finally, we discuss further experiments using
our model.

1 Introduction

Despite the great success in mainstream machine learning
based on gradient descent, such mainstream methods have many
drawbacks. Training a model requires a tremendous amount of
data and is not suitable for continual learning [[1]]. However,
human learning is often represented as one-shot learning and
incremental learning [[2]]. Even one example can be stored
permanently in the human brain as a learned concept [[3]] and
further generalize to other new examples. To generalize and create
more concepts, humans use incremental learning. In this sense,
Adaptive Resonance Theory [[4, 5]], also called as ART, is a good
solution for modeling human learning, capable of both one-shot
learning and incremental learning. Another striking finding in
human learning is the Grandmother Cell, also referred to as the
Jennifer Aniston cell, which is a hypothetical neuron that fires
not only when one is looking at a picture of their grandmother
but also when one reads his grandmother’s name. [[6]] found
out that these kinds of cells actually exist in the human brain.
They found that such Grandmother Cells are activated by the
multi-modal concept of the grandmother. Grandmother Cell exists
in the medial temporal lobe, which is a region that is essential for
declarative memory and operates in conjuction with neocortex to
build long-term memories [[7]]. This implies that some long-term
memories are actually invariant to input systems and act as a
complex cell that is activated by several other modalities. In
addition, [[8]] found out that hippocampus in medial temporal
lobe is crucial for relational memories. Relational memories, in
the context of neuroscience, resembles relations of memories such
as co-presence, co-occurrence [[9]], higher-level relationships and
cause-effect relationships. In this paper, we propose a method to
build relations between long-term memories.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Adaptive Resonance Theory

Elementary ART is composed with two different fields: a com-
parison field and a recognition field. Comparison field is the layer
that holds all long-term patterns Pj . Recognition field, also re-
ferred to as the feature representation field, is where input signal x
is forwarded into bottom-up activation function F1. The resulting
Tj will be a metric on how much input x fits to pattern Pj .

Tj = F1(x, θ
up
j ) (1)

where θupj is a bottom-up weight for pattern Pj . After computing
all similarity measures Tj for every j, we find the best matching
pattern J that maximizes the similarity measure. Once the best
matching pattern is decided, we verify if the selected pattern is
good enough, by computing confidence score using a top-down
function F2. Confidence score c is higher if the input better fits the
pattern.

cJ = F2(x, θ
down
J ) (2)

If the confidence score cJ of the pattern J is above the threshold
parameter ρ, the network accepts the example to the pattern and
the pattern will enter a resonance state. In the resonance state the
weights θupJ and θdown

J will be updated using a learning function of
accepted sample x and learning rate β. However, if no other pat-
tern can pass the verification test, a new pattern is generated with
example x as it’s first sample. ART is inspired by how the brain
processes and generates patterns of examples from an ever chang-
ing environment . ART is known as a good tool for incremental
learning because it preserves the existing patterns even when there
is a new input. Taking advantage of the stable and incremental
learning ability of ART, we present the Hierarchical Multi-modal
Adaptive Resonance Theory model or HiMART.

3 Methods

HiMART is composed with hierarchically stacked ART mod-
ules. It has two levels where the bottom level is composed of sep-
arate ART modules for each modal system; for example in Figure
1, system 1 exploits the vision feature, while system 2 exploits the
human auditory feature. The upper level ART, the Abstract ART,
will receive concatenated patterns that are from each bottom level
ARTs, the System ARTs, and determine the multi-modal abstract
patterns that can serve as long-term memories with relations.

3.1 Hierarchical ART

Starting with sets of features from different modalities, examples
are fed to the separate System ARTs corresponding to their modal-
ities. All sets of inputs are encoded before entering ART by ade-
quate encoders , such as pre-trained convolutional neural network,
according to their data types. Each System ART module will out-
put different system patterns according to the similarities between
the examples they see. However, unlike original ART, we will keep
N accepted samples that received top-N confidence score and use
a mean aggregator or max aggregator to create a single represen-
tation vector for each system pattern. N samples are limited for
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그림 1: Making each pattern representation from the outputs of
System ART modules

scalability and further used for other tasks. The ith pattern repre-
sentation vector from the system k is denoted by Sk

i .

그림 2: Hierarchical Adaptive Resonance Theory Model. Bottom
layer of ART will be separated by each modal system. Then each
modal patterns will make a node representation Si shown as Fig-
ure 1. Then each pattern from different modal systems will be con-
catenated and used as an input for the higher level ART. This will
create multi-modal abstract patterns Pk that can later be used as
long-term memories

To illustrate, if there are three systems as shown in Figure 2, an
example set will first be encoded corresponding to each of their
systems. Each encoded features of the example set will be fed to
a System ART and create system pattern Sk

i . Once all of the Sk
i

from the example set are determined, we concatenate them. Con-
catenated Sk

i will now be used as a new input for the upper level
ART, an Abstract ART. Abstract ART is system-independent. By
using concatenated patterns as a new input, we gain three advan-
tages. The first advantage is that our model can continually make
multi-modal patterns using multiple systems. Secondly, the result-
ing abstract patterns Pj will be an abstracted form of system pat-
terns. The bottom layer, System ART, will have a high threshold
ρ to represent specific and myopic properties of the system. From
abundant output patterns of the System ART, Abstract ART will
cluster among them to create global patterns. Lastly, concatenated
patterns allows us to reduce the uncertainties that the single system
might hold. Abstract ART will use hints from several systems to
determine if any existing abstract pattern matches with the new ex-
ample, generalizing the abstract patterns. For instance, when we
assume a System ART receiving a vision feature, it will be difficult
to recognise “Poodle” and “Golden Retriever” as belonging to the
same class “dog” instead leading to creation of different visual pat-
terns for two kinds of dogs. However when another system such

as human speech input like “This is a dog” is added to those two
visual patterns, the similarity between “Poodle” and “Golden Re-
triever” will increase as both of these dog species will be related to
the “this is a dog” audio pattern. Thus, the model is able to create
an abstracted and generalized multi-modal patterns.

3.2 Relations between the Abstract Patterns

그림 3: Top : occurrence matrix C. S1∼n indicates system pat-
terns and P1∼m indicates patterns from Abstract ART. The matrix
shows number of examples from each system patterns that were
accepted to certain abstract patterns. Pk|Pl indicates Scorekl.
Bottom: Relation weight between abstract patterns. Sum of the
weight going out of the pattern is normalized to one.

Since HiMART has a hierarchical structure, it can reveal some
hierarchical relations that the patterns possess. Thus, we can as-
sume that two patterns are related if they share the same topo-
logical children or parents. In order to form relational memories
among abstract patterns Pk and Pl we will use an occurrence ma-
trix C ∈ Rn×m, when n is the number of all system patterns and
m is the number of all abstract patterns. The Cij of the occurrence
matrix will be the number of examples accepted in the abstract pat-
tern Pj that are from system pattern Si. As concatenated system
patterns are fed into the upper Art, the occurrence matrix will also
update itself accordingly. Using the occurrence matrix, we can
calculate relation scores among every two abstract pattern pairs.
Scorekl indicates the relation score between the abstract pattern
Pk and Pl, when S is a group of Si that are used for both Pk and
Pl. Then wkl will be the normalized relation weight between Pk

and Pl.

Scorekl =
∑
i∈S

Cik × Cil, wkl =
Scorekl∑

k

∑
l Scorekl

(3)

For now, we assume that every systems has equal importance,
but adapting different weights of importance among systems would
be an interesting avenue for future research. Simply multiplying
different constants to the relation scores based on the systems is
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one example. Finally, relation weight wkl will define relations be-
tween long-term patterns.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Multi-modal Incremental Learning

Our model, HiMART, can incrementally learn multi-modal sam-
ples. Abstract patterns will be updated to form generalized long-
term memories which can be used for multi-modal classification
tasks. We can define the memory from the best matching abstract
pattern and related patterns from topological relations. With Pi

representing the best matching abstract pattern for input x,

memory = Pi +
∑
j 6=i

wij × Pj (4)

Then along with the input x, we will concatenate the memory with
input, then feed the resulting vector to a fully-connected layer to
train a multi-modal classifier.

4.2 Multi-Label Zero-shot Learning

Another task to utilize HiMART is zero-shot learning. Zero-
shot learning is an ability to label the examples of an unseen class.
Multi-label zero-shot learning is a task which shows pictures con-
taining multiple objects (containing unseen labels) and requires
the model to label all the detected objects in the image. Previous
works on zero-shot learning mostly relies on the language relations
generated from text corpus [[10]]. However, our model generates
it’s own topological relations that can also be used as an auxiliary
knowledge for zero-shot learning. This task is not strictly a multi-
modal task, but it proves the benefits of the relations between the
patterns generated by HiMART. HiMART itself acts as a classi-
fier without extra fully-connected layers. In this task, system1 will
be the whole image containing all objects and system2 will be the
cropped image of a single detected object. By having the whole
image in system1, the HiMART will give higher relation score if
two objects were frequently shown together in the same image. By
labeling the resulting abstract pattern with the label of the detected
object, we can decide which label is the majority among N sam-
ples in the abstract pattern. Using the relation between patterns
(labels) from HiMART that we discussed in Section 3.2, on top of
word relations from text corpus, we can attempt zero-shot learn-
ing. Relations between words can be expressed in many ways.
[[11]] utilized WordNet [[12]] and classified the relation between
words into three categories: super-subordinate, positive, negative.
A positive relation is a word pair that has similar semantics, while
a negative relation is a word pair with antithetical semantic mean-
ing that should be avoided. After sufficient examples are fed into
HiMART, we use the labels of the patterns to create a graph where
labels become the nodes. Word relations from WordNet and pat-
tern relations wij from HiMART are the edges of the graph. Each
node in the graph will have a node state. After going through sev-
eral layers of Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [[13]], each of
the resulting node states will be fed to a fully-connected layer for
binary classification: exist or not exist. Once the binary-clssifier
is trained, we add the unseen labels as a node and connect nodes
based on the word relations from WordNet. Once again, we use
GCN to diffuse the information between the seen labels and the
unseen labels. Using the latest node state, we feed it to the trained
binary-classifier to decide if that label exists or not.
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